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What is the most resilient parasite? Bacteria? A virus? An intestinal worm? An idea. 

Resilient. Highly contagious. Once an idea has taken hold of the brain it's almost 

impossible to eradicate. An idea that is fully formed - fully understood - that sticks; right 

in there somewhere. 
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Abstract 

Phenotypic and Molecular Characterization of a Human Adult Bone Marrow  

Committed T Cell Progenitor 

 

Joseph H. Ramos  

University of California, Merced, Quantitative and Systems Biology – M.S., 2011 

Committee Chair: Marcos E. García-Ojeda Ph.D. 

 

We investigated the phenotypic and molecular characteristics of a rare human adult bone 

marrow (ABM) CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10- population that comprise 0.04% of the total 

bone marrow mononuclear cells in search of a human committed T cell progenitor 

(hCTP). Using multi-color flow cytometry, we investigated our putative hCTP for its cell 

surface phenotype and sorted cells for molecular analysis. We observed that our putative 

hCTP population expresses low levels of T cell lineage associated surface markers CD1a 

and CD5; the chemokine receptors implicated with progenitor migration to the thymus 

CCR7, CCR9, CXCR6; and lymphoid associated surface markers CD127, CD45RA, and 

CD24. Using the comparative CT quantitative PCR method, we established a gene 

expression profile of our putative hCTP. Molecular analysis reveals that the putative 

hCTP population lacks expression of T cell lineage genes (Gata-3, CD7, CD3) and the 

lymphoid lineage associated gene Rag-1. However, expression of PU.1 and Id2 is present 

in this population, similar to early thymocytes. Based on our results, we conclude that 

this population resembles the human early thymic progenitor, and is capable of seeding 

the thymus. 
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Chapter 1 - Introduction 

1.1 Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation 

Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) remains the chief medical 

procedure for treating hematological diseases and certain types of cancers. These include 

leukemias, lymphomas, severe aplastic anemia, inherited immune system disorders, and 

myeloproliferative disorders (1). Ideally, perfectly HLA-matched donors would be used 

for HSCT due to decreased risk of infections, cytomegalovirus (CMV) reactivation, and 

mortality due to post-procedure complications (16, 20). However, with nearly 6,000 

known HLA Class I and Class II molecules, perfect HLA matches are rare. This 

necessitates the use of allogeneic HSCT (allo-HSCT). According to the National Marrow 

Donor Program (NMDP), California transplant centers allow for a maximum of two 

mismatched HLA loci between donors and recipients. However, allo-HSCT can lead to 

post-procedure complications. Alloreactive donor T cells contaminating the graft launch 

an immune response against the host, resulting in graft-versus-host disease (GVHD) (17, 

18). Reciprocally, the cells that mediate engraftment and provide the beneficial graft-

versus-tumor (GVT) effect are lost if T cells are depleted from the graft (67). 

Furthermore, since hematopoietic stem cells (HSCs) are slow to reconstitute the T cell 

compartment post-HSCT, the patient is left immunodeficient for several months (40). 

The approach in this project for improving survival after allogeneic HSCT 

involves the transplantation of T cell progenitors that quickly regenerate the patient’s T 

cell pool and provide the GVT effect, while minimizing the chances of GVHD. A 

transplantable murine progenitor population committed to the T cell lineage has been 
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described (23), but the identification of a human equivalent remains to be firmly 

established.  

1.2 The Murine Committed T cell Progenitor 

Mouse bone marrow contains a population of Lin-CD90.2+CD2- committed T cell 

progenitors (CTPs) that swiftly reconstitute T cells in allo-HSCT without inducing 

GVHD (23). These murine CTPs express Ptcra, Rag-1, Rag-2, and have their TCRVβ 

loci in germline configuration (43, 41). Furthermore, they exhibit a gene expression 

profile expected of a T cell progenitor, with Gata-3, TCF-1, IL-7Rα, and sterile Cβ 

transcripts present (23). Studies demonstrated that murine CTPs are capable of generating 

mature T cells in irradiated wild-type or athymic hosts.  These T cells do not induce 

GVHD when transplanted into allogeneic hosts (23, 41). When challenged with a lethal 

dose of murine cytomegalovirus (CMV), mice transplanted with 500 mCTPs generated T 

cells that protect against infection (23). However, the existence of an equivalent 

population within human bone marrow to the murine committed T cell progenitor has yet 

to be elucidated. 

1.3 Human progenitor populations capable of T cell differentiation 

Human bone marrow and cord blood contain hematopoietic stem cells capable of 

reconstituting T cells in vitro.  These human hematopoietic stem cells and their 

progenitor cells have been identified based on the cell surface expression of CD34 (68). It 

is within the CD34+ compartment that much of the search for T cell progenitors has been 

done, and a number of multipotent progenitors from cord blood and bone marrow have 

been elucidated based on CD34 surface expression (22, 35, 57, 61, 64). Although the 
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progenitor populations from each source differ in their capacities to differentiate into a T 

cell-like phenotype, they set the foundation for this study. 

The ability of human adult bone marrow (ABM) and thymus CD34+ populations 

to both differentiate into T cells when cultured in fetal thymic organ cultures (FTOC) 

(61) indicates that understanding human early thymocyte development may be beneficial 

for identifying early T cell progenitors within the bone marrow. Thymic CD34+Lin- cells 

are restricted to the CD3-TCRαβ-TCRγδ- compartment (64), and expresses CD7, the 

earliest T cell lineage marker (22, 64). The CD34+CD1a- phenotype was identified as the 

most immature thymocyte phenotype (64), and the progression through CD4/CD8 double 

negative phases can be tracked by expression of CD7, CD38, and CD1a (60, 62, 69, 

summarized in Table 1). 

A number of studies have further established the importance of CD7 for 

identifying T cell progenitors in the human bone marrow (summarized in Table 2): One 

study demonstrated that in vitro colonization of thymic lobes by adult bone marrow 

CD34+Lin- is enhanced by the surface expression of CD7 (61). Although 

CD34+CD7+Lin- cells from the adult human bone marrow retain the capability to 

differentiate into granulocytes and monocytes in long-term marrow culture (60, 63), this 

population on average produces 20 times fewer myeloid colonies than the CD34+CD7- 

compartment (63). Terstappen et al. reported a fetal bone marrow (fetal BM) 

CD34+CD7+CD5+CD2+ population that exhibited a cell surface phenotype similar to 

early thymocytes (64). However, their study did not examine for T cell potential using 

differentiation assays, and observed that this population is absent in ABM. Haddad et al. 

identified a CD34hiLin-CD45RAhiCD7+ fetal BM population that emerges by 8-9 weeks 
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of development, and possesses NK and T cell, but limited B cell, differentiation potential 

(22). These cells expressed low levels of CD38, CD2, CXCR4, and CCR9, but lacked 

CD5 surface expression. Furthermore, this phenotype declines around birth. An in vitro 

study by Rossi et al. (34) examined the differentiation of ABM CD34+CD7+CD10-Lin- 

and CD34+CD7-CD10+Lin- cells on MS5 stromal cells. Their experiments revealed that 

compared to the CD7-CD10- and CD7-CD10+ ABM populations, the CD7+CD10- subset 

transiently produced NK cells after 3 weeks of culture, but did not differentiate into 

CD19+ B cells after 5 weeks of culture. Given the notion that T and NK cell 

differentiation are more developmentally related (56), the data from Rossi et al. suggests 

that the CD7+CD10- ABM population may be skewed toward the T cell lineage. 

In vitro differentiation experiments using CD34+CD38-/lo human hematopoietic 

stem cells (hHSCs) from various donor sources have also been used to study T cell 

differentiation (7, 22, 47, 30). When co-cultured on OP9-delta-like-1 (OP9-DL1) stroma, 

umbilical cord blood (UCB) CD34+CD38-/lo populations exhibited early steps of T cell 

differentiation (7). These progenitors rapidly gained expression of CD7 as quickly as 4 

days after co-culture, CD5 expression by day 8 of culture, and CD1a by day 10 of 

culture.  This study also revealed that the CD34+CD38-/loLin- fraction possessed a 5-fold 

increase in T lymphoid progenitor frequency on OP9-DL1 culture when compared to the 

CD34+CD38+/hiLin- subset (7). In two separate studies, Smedt et al. co-cultured ABM 

hHSCs with OP9-DL stromal cells, which generated CD4+CD8+CD3+ T cells after 35 

days, and TCRαβ+ cells by day 44 (30, 2). ABM hHSCs progressed through 

CD5+CD7+CD1-CD4- and CD5+CD7+CD1-CD4+ early T cell progenitor phenotypes on 

OP9-DL1 (30). The CD34+CD38+/hiCD5+CD7+CD4-CD1a-Lin- generated after 35 days of 
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ABM culture proceeded to generate a low percentage of CD4+ single positive (SP), 

CD4+CD8+ double positive (DP), TCRαβ-CD3+, and TCRαβ+CD3+ cells by day 49 (2). 

Moreover, the frequency of generating CD14-CD15+ granulocytes and CD14+HLA-DR+ 

monocytes after 21 days in OP9 culture was shown to be comparable between the two 

sources, suggesting that the slower progression in T cell differentiation is not due 

increased myeloid potential by ABM hHSCs. 

Combining the information in literature regarding the surface markers used for 

identification of T cell precursors, we hypothesize that the CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-

Lin- ABM population is the human committed T cell progenitor (hCTP). However, cell 

surface phenotype alone cannot establish the existence of the hCTP. Therefore, molecular 

analysis to determine gene expression profile is needed. 
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Table 1 – Comparison between human and murine double negative (DN) thymocyte 
stages. 

Organism 
DN stage 

Murine Human60, 69 

DN1 CD44+CD25− CD34+CD7+CD38−CD1a− 

DN2 CD44+CD25+ CD34+CD7+CD38+CD1a− 

DN3 CD44−CD25+ CD34+CD7+CD38+CD1a+ 

DN4 CD44−CD25− ? 
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Table 2 – Summary of human candidate bone marrow T cell progenitors. 
Stage of 
development 

Phenotype Lineage potential Culture 
conditions 

Presence in 
ABM 

Fetal64 CD34+CD7+CD5+CD2+ Not determined Not cultured Not 
detected 

Fetal up to 
birth22 

CD34hiCD7+CD45RAhi 2 weeks: NK cell, 
limited B. 
 
4 weeks: 
DP T cell 

MS5 stroma + 
Flt-3L, IL-2, 
IL-7, IL-15 (NK 
cell) 
 
MS5 stroma + 
IL-7 (B cell) 
 
FTOC for T cell 
 

Declines 
after birth 

Post-natal/ 
Adult34 

CD34+CD7+CD10-Lin- 3 weeks: NK, no 
B, decreased 
myeloid 

MS5 stroma + 
SCF, G-CSF, 
Flt-3L, IL-15 
(multi-lineage 
condition) 
 

Present 
 
 

Post-natal/ 
Adult61 

CD34+CD7+Lin- DP (CD4+CD8+), 
SP (CD4+/CD8+) 
T cells 

FTOC Present 
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1.4 Molecular characteristics of progenitors capable of T cell 

differentiation  

To our knowledge, no evidence exists describing the molecular characteristics of 

ABM CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- cells. However, several studies have probed 

progenitor populations with similar cell surface phenotypes for their gene expression 

profiles and arrangement status of the T cell receptor genes. Expression of genes 

associated with the T cell lineage serve as indicators of commitment. We hypothesize that 

the human CTP expresses genes associated with human T cell development – Gata-3, 

PTCRA, Rag-1, Rag-2, TCF-1, IL7Rα, and PU.1 – while being devoid of gene expression 

that would suggest potential in the development of other  

hematopoietic lineages. 

Rossi et al. investigated an ABM CD34+CD7+CD10-Lin- population for the 

expression of B cell and lymphoid-associated genes. Their study revealed that when 

compared to the CD34+CD7-CD10+Lin- subset, CD34+CD7+CD10-Lin- down-regulated 

the B cell specific genes EBF and Pax5 while maintaining expression of the lymphoid 

specific genes Rag-1, Rag-2, and CD122 (IL-2R) (34). It should be noted that in this 

study, the expression of T cell specific genes was not included in their experiments. 

Regardless, this paper reveals that the CD7+CD10- fraction of the human bone marrow 

exhibits a gene expression profile that is less B cell skewed. 

In vitro experiments also lend insight into the gene expression profile of 

committed T cell progenitors. Awong and colleagues examined the expression of Gata-3, 

Deltex-1, Rag-1, and Notch-1, and Cebpa on CD34+CD7+ subsets generated from hHSCs 

50 days after co-culture on OP9-DL1 stromal cells (7). For the purpose of our study, we 
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noted the expression of Gata-3 and Rag-1. CD34+CD7+CD1a- subset expressed 

comparable levels of Gata-3, a transcription factor that is considered paramount to T 

lineage commitment (36, 45), to UCB CD3+ T cells. This population also expressed low 

levels of Rag-1 comparable to the expression level of UCB CD3+ T cells. Though this 

phenotype was generated in vitro under the influence of Notch-1 ligand, the upregulation 

of Gata-3 and Rag-1 by further differentiation of CD34+CD7+ progenitors provides 

evidence of T cell-like gene expression activity (7). 

Aside from ABM, Haddad et al. examined a CD34+CD45RAhiCD7+ population in 

UCB for expression of T- and lymphoid linked genes (22). In an RT-PCR experiment, 

they demonstrate that this population expresses low levels of Gata-3, Rag-1, PTCRA, and 

LEF-1 compared to postnatal thymocytes. However, these results were not quantified. In 

addition to the lymphoid associated genes, they also show that UCB 

CD34+CD45RAhiCD7+ cells express the myeloid affiliated gene MPO, indicating that 

this population retains myeloid differentiation capacity.  

Aside from gene expression, several studies have looked at the arrangement of 

TCRα, -β, and -δ gene segments. Evidence exists demonstrating that UCB CD34+CD7+ 

subsets possess rearranged TCR-δ gene segments and partially rearranged TCR-β (D-J), 

both of which were detected at the genomic and transcriptional level (54). These 

rearrangements were absent in the CD34+CD7- fraction of the UCB, emphasizing that 

CD7+ subsets contain T cell progenitor activity. Furthermore, this study also detected the 

presence of terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) in an RT-PCR experiment, 

verifying the gene rearrangement process in the CD34+CD7+ subset.  
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1.5 Objective 

The objective of this work is to determine whether a committed T cell progenitor 

exists in the human adult bone marrow. Based on previous work done in mice (23, 43, 

41), an equivalent human committed T cell progenitor population would have several 

distinct characteristics: They would be phenotypically more mature than CD34+CD38-/lo 

hHSCs, but would be devoid of mature lineage markers. They would possess a gene 

expression profile that consists of T cell-associated and lymphoid-associated genes such 

as Gata-3, TCF-1, PTCRA, IL-7Rα, Rag-1, and Rag-2. Based on the studies discussed in 

this introduction, we hypothesize that the  

CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- population within the ABM is the human CTP, and 

present an in depth phenotypic analysis, as well as molecular evidence, that will help 

support, or refute, this idea. 
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Chapter 2 - Materials and methods 

2.1.1 Human bone marrow samples 

Human mononuclear cells obtained from fresh, normal adult bone marrow were 

purchased from AllCells, LLC. (Emeryville, CA). Donors were between the ages of 18 

and 55 years, >110 lbs, in good health, and screened for HIV, Hepatitis B and Hepatitis C 

before donation. 

2.1.2 Antibodies and microbeads 

Monoclonal mouse anti-human V450 CD7 (clone M-T701), PerCP-Cy5.5 CD34 

(clone 8G12), PE-Cy7 CD38 (clone HB7), and a Human Lineage Cell Depletion Set 

containing biotinylated anti-human CD3 (clone UCHT1), CD14 (clone M5E2), CD16 

(clone 3G8), CD19 (clone HIB19), CD41a (clone HIP8), CD56 (clone B159), and 

Glycophorin A (clone GA-R2) were purchased from Becton Dickinson Biosciences (San 

Jose, CA). Monoclonal mouse anti-human V450 CD56 (clone B159), FITC CD1a (clone 

HI149), FITC CD5 (UCHT2), FITC CD16 (clone 3G8), PE CD90 (clone 5E10), PE CD4 

(clone SK3), PE-Cy7 CD3ε (clone UCHT1), APC CD41a (clone HIP8), APC TCRαβ 

(clone IP26), APC-Cy7 CD10 (clone H10a), APC-Cy7 CD14 (clone M5E2), and APC-

Cy7 CD8 (clone SK1) were purchased from BioLegend (San Diego, CA). Monoclonal 

mouse anti-human eFluor605NC CD45RA (clone HI100), PE Glycophorin A (clone 

HIR2), PerCP-Cy5.5 CD45 (clone 2D1), and APC CD127 (clone eBioRDR5) were 

purchased from eBioscience (San Diego, CA). Monoclonal mouse anti-human FITC 

TCRγδ (clone IMMU510) was purchased from Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA). 

Monoclonal mouse anti-human FITC CCR7 (clone 150503), PE CXCR6 (clone 56811), 

and APC CCR9 (clone 248621) were purchased from Research & Diagnostics Systems 
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(Minneapolis, MN). Purified, lyophilized Mouse IgG was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich 

(St. Louis, MO). Streptavidin conjugated microbeads were purchased from Miltenyi 

Biotec (Auburn, CA). Streptavidin-PE-Texas Red microbeads were purchased from 

Becton Dickinson Biosciences. Anti-mouse Ig, κ/Negative control (BSA) Compensation 

Plus (7.5 μm) Particles Set was purchased from Becton Dickinson Biosciences. 

2.1.3 Cell sorting 

AutoMACS Separator was purchased from Miltenyi Biotec for cell lineage 

depletion. Sorts from lineage-depleted samples were performed on a BD FACSAria II 

Cell Sorter (Becton Dickinson Biosciences), which is equipped with 407 nm, 488 nm, 

and 633 nm lasers. The following filters were placed during the sorts: 450/40 and 605/40 

filters for the 407 nm laser; 530/30, 575/26, 610/20, 695/40, and 780/60 for the 488 nm 

laser; 660/20 and 780/60 for the 633 nm laser. 

2.1.3 Real-time PCR 

Oligonucleotides were designed using Primer-BLAST (National Center for 

Biotechnology Information, Bethesda, MD) or taken from the PrimerBank (Center for 

Computational and Integrative Biology, Harvard University, Harvard, MA) database 

(sequences specified in Table 1). All oligonucleotides were purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich. Binding capacity to target genes was inspected using Amplify 3 software, to 

ensure the absence of non-specific products or primer dimers.  Oligonucleotides for real-

time quantitative PCR are listed in Table 1. Reactions were performed on StepOne Plus 

Real-Time PCR System using Fast SYBR Green Master Mix (Applied Biosystems, 

Carlsbad, CA).  
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Table 3 – Oligonucleotides for human gene expression analysis via qPCR 
 

Primer name Sequence of primer (5'  3') 
Amplicon 
size (bp) 

Accession # 

hGata-3 forward GTGCTTTTTAACATCGACGGTC 205 NM_002051 
hGata-3 reverse AGGGGCTGAGATTCCAGGG   
hEbf forward CAGCCGCTGTTGTGACAAGA 288 NM_024007 
hEbf reverse AGATAAGAGGGCGTACCTTCC   
hRag-1 forward TGGTCCTGTGGATGGTAAAACC 125 NM_000448 
hRag-1 reverse GGTGGATCGAGTCAACATCTG   
hTdT forward GATGTCTCCTGGCTGATCGAA 121 NM_004088 
hTdT reverse CCTGGGTTGGTGCTATCTGAAT   
hPU.1 forward TGCCTCCAGTACCCATCCC 226 NM_003120 
hPU.1 reverse CCACCCACCAGATGCTGTC   
hCD3e forward AGGGCAAGAGTGTGTGAGAAC 112 NM_000733 
hCD3e reverse TCCAGTAGTAAACCAGCAGCA   
hId2 forward GACCCGATGAGCCTGCTATAC 165 NM_002166 
hId2 reverse AATAGTGGGATGCGAGTCCAG   
hIL7Ra forward CCCTCGTGGAGGTAAAGTGC 199 NM_002185 
hIL7Ra reverse CCTTCCCGATAGACGACACTC   
hCD7 forward TGGGAGCCTCCGTCAACAT 107 NM_006137 
hCD7 reverse CCCGTCCTCGTAGTAAATGATG   
hTcf-1 forward GAGGAGCAGGACGACAAGAG 292 NM_003202.3 
hTcf-1 reverse GCAGATTGAAGGCGGAGTAG   
hPTCRA forward CACACCCTTTCCTTCTCTGG 61 NM_138296.2 
hPTCRA reverse CATCTGCTGCTTTCCATCC   
hGAPDH forward ATGGGGAAGGTGAAGGTCG 108 NM_002046 
hGAPDH reverse GGGGTCATTGATGGCAACAATA   
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2.1.4 PCR product cloning 

pGEM-T and pGEM-T Easy Vector Systems were purchased from Promega 

(Madison, WI). XL1-Blue Competent cells (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) were 

used for the establishment of cDNA libraries. 

2.2.1 Isolation of putative human committed T cell progenitors from 

adult human bone marrow mobilized mononuclear cells 

Mononuclear cells mobilized from human fresh, normal bone marrow from 

donors ages 22, 24, 26, 32, and 44, were counted by aliquoting 10 μl into a 1.5 ml 

Eppendorf test tube, diluting 1:20 with 0.04% trypan blue, and loading 10 μl into a 

hemocytometer to count. The samples were then centrifuged to remove dead cells and 

debris. Pelleted cells were resuspended in FACS analysis buffer (1x PBS, 5% FBS, and 

0.1% sodium azide) at a concentration of 107 cells/50 μl buffer. In order to block the Fc 

(fragment, crystallizable) region on Fc receptors of cells and prevent non-specific binding 

of anti-human antibodies, we administered mouse IgG to a final concentration of 200 

μg/ml and incubated for 10 minutes on ice. Blocked samples were stained with the biotin-

labeled Human Lineage Depletion Cocktail Set (1 μl/107 cells) for 15 minutes on ice. 

After washing the cell with FACS analysis buffer, samples were centrifuged for 5 

minutes at 1500 rpm and 4ºC. Pelleted cells were resuspended with 20 μl of Streptavidin 

microbeads per 107 cells and incubated in a 4ºC fridge for 30 minutes. After washing the 

cells with a final volume of 15 ml of FACS analysis buffer, samples were centrifuged for 

10 minutes at 1500 rpm and 4ºC. Pelleted cells were resuspended in 500 μl – 1 ml of 

MACS running buffer (phosphate buffered saline (PBS), bovine serum albumin (BSA), 
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EDTA, 0.09% azide), and processed in the AutoMACS using the “DepleteS” program to 

separate the positive streptavidin-labeled and negative unlabeled fractions. Ten μl 

aliquots were taken from the lineage negative (Lin-) fraction and diluted 1:20 with 0.04% 

trypan blue to determine the number of Lin- cells. This fraction was centrifuged for 5 

minutes at 1500 rpm at 4ºC. The supernatant was discarded, and pellets were resuspended 

at a concentration of 80 μl of FACS analysis buffer per 107 cells. Samples were then 

stained using the combination of fluorochrome-conjugated antibodies listed in Table 2.1. 

Individual stains are listed in Table 2.2. Concentrations for each fluorochrome-

conjugated antibody were determined according to titrations done with each antibody. 

Mononuclear cell samples were stained with antibody cocktails for 15 minutes on ice. 

Samples were then washed with a final volume of 15 ml of FACS analysis buffer before 

centrifuging for 5 minutes at 1500 rpm and 4ºC to pellet cells. Supernatant was discarded, 

and pellets were resuspended at a concentration of 80 μl of FACS analysis buffer per 107 

cells. PE-Texas Red Streptavidin microbeads were added to cell suspensions to a final 

concentration of 1:1600 and incubated for 15 minutes in a 4ºC fridge. Samples were 

washed with a final volume of 15 ml FACS analysis buffer before being pelleted at 1500 

rpm, 4ºC for 5 minutes. Cells were resuspended in FACS analysis buffer at a 

concentration of 5x106 cells/ml for sorting. Following the gating scheme shown in Figure 

1, populations of interest were sorted using the 4-way sort on the FACSAria II. Sorted 

cells were pelleted and resuspended in Tryzol reagent (company) at a concentration of 1 

ml/107 cells, and stored in -80ºC freezer for molecular analysis. 
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2.2.2 Flow cytometric data analysis using FlowJo 

Cytometric data included acquiring 3 x 106 events from individual sorts. Flow 

cytometric data from each sort was analyzed using FlowJo software. Compensation on 

the software was done using the microbeads sample for each fluorochrome used. The 

percentage of putative hCTP from each bone marrow sample was recorded based on the 

established gating scheme (Figure 1).  
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Table 4.1 – Mouse anti-human antibodies and corresponding fluorochromes. 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CD1a CD90 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD127 CD10 
    CCR7 CXCR6 Dead     CD24   
    CD5         CCR9   
 
Table 4.2 – Individual staining cocktails used for hCTP sorts. 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CCR7 CXCR6 Lineage CD34 CD38 CCR9 CD10 
      Dead        
 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CCR7 CXCR6 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD127 CD10 
      Dead        
 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CCR7 CXCR6 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD24 CD10 
      Dead        
 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CD1a CD90 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD127 CD10 

      Dead        
 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CD1a CD90 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD24 CD10 
      Dead        
 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CD5 CD90 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD24 CD10 

      Dead        
 
V450 eFluor 

605NC 
FITC PE PE-TxR/ 

PI 
Per-CP 
Cy5.5 

PE-Cy7 APC APC-Cy7

CD7 CD45RA CD5 CD90 Lineage CD34 CD38 CD127 CD10 
      Dead        
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2.2.3 Establishment of cDNA library 

Ligation reactions using the pGEM-T Easy Vector were performed according to 

the manufacturer’s specifications. Reactions with PCR products at a molar-to-vector ratio 

of 1:1 and 3:1 were used, and incubated overnight at 4ºC to achieve a maximum number 

of transformants. Fifty ng of ligated plasmids were transformed into XL1-Blue competent 

cells following the protocol provided by Agilent Technologies.  

2.2.4 Relative quantification of gene expression using qPCR 

The Comparative CT quantitation method was used with the FastSYBR Green 

master mix using cDNA template from sorted hHSC and hCTP populations. For T cell 

and lymphoid associated genes, human whole thymus was used as the positive control. 

For B cell, myeloid, and NK cell associated genes, whole mononuclear cells cDNA was 

used as a positive control. For all experiments, HeLa cDNA was used as the negative 

control. Reactions were run in a final volume of 20 μl per well on 96-well plates. A final 

concentration of 10ng of cDNA reaction from human CTP, human HSC, human thymic 

cDNA, and HeLa were used per 20μl reaction. A final concentration of 150 nM of each 

target primers was used per reaction. Each target gene and template was performed in 

triplicates. An initial 95 ºC step was done for 20 seconds to activate the AmpliTaq Fast 

DNA Polymerase. Alternating 3-second 95ºC denaturing, and 30-second 57ºC annealing 

and extension times for 60 cycles was used for the reactions in the StepOne Plus Real-

Time PCR System. For the melting curve analysis, alternating cycles of 15-second 95ºC, 

1:00 of 55ºC, followed by another 15-second 95ºC was performed once. Data from the 

experiments were analyzed using the software. RQ values were then plotted on Microsoft 

Excel to generate Figures 3 and 4. 
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Chapter 3 – Results  

3.1 The putative human committed T cell progenitor is a rare 

population within the adult BM 

Like the murine CTP (23, 43, 41), we speculated that human T cell progenitors in 

the bone marrow should be devoid of lineage surface antigens: CD3, CD14, CD16, 

CD19, CD41a, CD56, and CD235a. We therefore depleted Lin+ cells from our analysis 

and sorts using AutoMACS as described in the Materials and Methods chapter. Based on 

our cell counts prior and post-MACS depletion, the fractionated Lin- subpopulation, on 

average, comprised 13±3% of our bone marrow samples.  

A number of studies utilized CD34 as a marker for immature T cell progenitors 

from fetal and adult tissues (64, 61, 22, 60, 30, 62). We therefore gated and analyzed the 

CD34+ fraction of the Lin- bone marrow population (Figure 1).  Several studies have 

shown that the total CD34+ population within the bone marrow is 1-5% (58, 63).  

However, these percentages describing the frequency of CD34+ cell reported in these 

studies do not account for the depletion of the Lin+ population. The mean percentage of 

CD34+Lin- observed from our five experiments was 0.65±0.55% of the total bone 

marrow cells.  

Studies have claimed that differences in CD38 expression can be used to isolate T 

cell progenitors within CD34+ cells (7, 47). However, these studies present contradictory 

evidence for the presence and abundance of CD38 on T cell progenitors in the bone 

marrow. We therefore sought to investigate the CD34+Lin- subsets based on the 

expression of CD38 (Figure 1). On average, the CD38-/lo fraction of the CD34+Lin- subset 

comprised 0.27±0.24% of the total bone marrow sample, while the CD38hi fraction made 
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up less than 0.005%. We observed that the CD38-/lo fraction was heterogeneous in terms 

of their side scatter (SSC) profile, comprised of distinct SSChigh and SSCmed populations 

(Figure 1). We analyzed these different subsets separately; however, their cell numbers 

are markedly reduced, rendering any results difficult to interpret. 

We examined the expression of CD7 and CD10 within each CD38 population. 

We found that the majority of the CD7+CD10- subset is contained in the CD38-/lo fraction, 

while the human CD34+CD38hiCD7-CD10+Lin- common lymphoid progenitor (CLP) (55) 

is found within the CD38hi fraction (Figure 1). Furthermore, the CD38-/lo fraction 

contained few, if any, CD10+/hi cells, but contained a majority of the CD7+ populations. 

We observed that the CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- hCTP, on average, comprises 

0.04±0.03% of the total human bone marrow (Table 3). However, the range varied from 

0.01% to 0.1%, depending on the donor’s age. This percentage makes the putative hCTP 

a much rarer population when compared to the CD34+CD38-/loLin- hHSCs, which was 

found at an average 0.27±0.23% of the total bone marrow. 
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Figure 1 – The putative human CTP is found exclusively within the CD34+CD38-/lo 
subpopulation. Representative FACS plots showing the gating scheme for sorted 
Lineage-depleted bone marrow mononuclear cells. Human CTP  
(CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10- ), hHSC (CD34+CD38-/lo ), and hCLP 
(CD34+CD38+/hiCD7+CD10-    ) shown with shaded gates. n = 5. 
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Table 3 – The putative hCTP is a rare population within ABM (n = 5). 

Experiment  # Donor Age CD34+CD38-/loCD7+Lin- 

1 22 0.026 

2 32 0.013 

3 21 0.095 

4 32 0.065 

5 38 0.020 

Average 29 0.044 

Standard Deviation 9 0.035 
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3.2 Phenotypic analysis of the putative human committed T  

cell progenitor 

 We have identified a rare CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- population within the 

adult human bone marrow. Using multi-color flow cytometry, we extensively 

investigated this CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- population for the presence of T cell and 

lymphoid associated surface markers, as well as chemokine receptors. For staining 

protocols and cocktails, refer to Materials and Methods. Representative plots for each 

surface marker are shown in Figure 2. 

 CD5 and CD1a serve as surface markers associated with thymic T cell 

development (49, 59, 62, 64).  Figure 2A (left panel) shows that CD5 is expressed at 

nearly equal intensities on our putative CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- hCTP and the 

CD34+CD38-/loCD7-CD10+Lin- hCLP. The level of expression observed for CD5 in both 

populations were relatively equal between the two populations as well; however, both the 

putative hCTP and hCLP display a distinct increases in CD5 expression when compared 

to the CD34+CD38-/lo hHSC population and unstained background control. We observed 

a similar pattern with CD1a expression. The intensity peaks for CD1a expression in both 

the hCTP and hCLP are only slightly shifted from the hHSC and unstained control 

samples, and are nearly identical (Figure 2A, right panel). 

 We investigated the hCTP and hCLP populations for the abundance of several 

lymphoid-associated surface markers. CD127 (IL-7Rα) has been implicated as essential 

for normal T cell development, as IL-7Rα-deficient patients lack T cells (48). In addition, 

early thymic CD34+ T/NK precursors have been shown to express surface CD127 (39). In 

our experiments, we observed that the hCTP expressed low levels of CD127 on their cell 
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surface, when compared to the hHSC and unstained samples. This contrasts to the hCLP, 

which we found to be consistently CD127hi (Figure 2B, left panel). Several groups 

utilized CD45RA to fractionate human bone marrow in search of T cell precursors (57, 

22). Our CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- putative hCTP and CD34+CD38-/loCD7-

CD10+Lin- hCLP populations expressed cell surface CD45RA (Figure 2B, middle panel). 

The shifts in the peaks of these two populations are nearly overlapped by the broad peak 

of the hHSC. However, when compared to the unstained sample, these three peaks show 

a distinct shift.  

Previous studies have shown that CD24 expression occurs in early B cell 

progenitors, even before expression of cell surface CD19 (24). We therefore included 

CD24 in our phenotypic analysis and discovered differential surface expression of this 

marker between the hCTP and hCLP populations (Figure 2B, right panel). Specifically, 

the abundance of CD24 surface expression was nearly 1000-fold higher in the hCLP  

than hCTP. 

 In addition to T cell and lymphoid-associated surface markers, we probed for the 

expression of chemokine receptors involved with T cell progenitor migration to the 

thymus. The chemokine receptors CCR7 and CCR9 have been well documented to be 

involved with colonization of the murine thymus (27, 29). The hCTP population 

exhibited the greatest shift in fluorescent intensity of CCR7 over the unstained 

background, though the hCLP population did possess a lesser degree of the chemokine 

receptor (Figure 2C, left panel). We also examined the sorted populations for cell surface 

expression of CCR9, and find that this chemokine receptor is exclusively expressed at the 

cell surface of the putative hCTP population (Figure 2C, right panel). We also examined 
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surface expression of CXCR6 on both the hCTP and hCLP populations.  We reasoned 

that since CXCR6 is expressed solely on murine CTPs (Drs. Jennifer Manilay and 

Marcos E. García-Ojeda, personal communication), human CTPs may also express this 

chemokine receptor.  Our experiments mirror the murine data, showing that CXCR6 is 

exclusively expressed on the hCTP while being absent on the hCLP and hHSC 

populations (Figure 2C, middle panel). 
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Figure 2 – The putative hCTP expresses T cell and lymphoid associated surface markers, 
and chemokines associated with thymic migration. Cell surface analysis of hCTP (   ), 
hHSC (   ), and hCLP (  ). Shown are representative plots for expression of (A.) T cell 
associated markers CD5 and CD1a, (B.) lymphoid lineage associated markers CD127, 
CD45RA, and CD24, and (C.) Chemokine receptors CXCR6, CCR7, and CCR9 – 
associated with migration from human bone marrow to the thymus (n = 5). 
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3.3 Molecular analysis of the putative human committed T cell 

progenitor 

 The phenotypic analysis of cell surface makers provides only one facet of our 

characterization of our CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- putative hCTP population. In 

addition to phenotypic analysis, we also analyzed the gene expression profile of our 

putative hCTP. 

 The transcription factor GATA-binding protein 3 (Gata-3) is widely recognized 

as an essential transcription factor for T cell progenitor survival and expansion within the 

thymus (36, 45). We wanted to determine whether the putative hCTP expressed Gata-3. 

Figure 3A shows that the hCTP is devoid of Gata-3 expression. Human HSCs displayed 

relatively high amount of Gata-3 compared to the human whole thymus cDNA. As 

expected, the relative quantity of Gata-3 in our HeLa samples was lowest. This 

observation is recapitulated in the melting curve analysis plot for Gata-3 (Figure 6A), in 

which low levels of Gata-3 transcripts are observed in human thymic, hHSC, and HeLa 

cDNA. In addition, the primer set for this gene appeared specific, given the fact that no 

other peaks were generated other than the background in the melting curve analysis 

(Figure 6A). 

 In vitro experiments have shown that CD7 is quickly upregulated when 

CD34+CD38-/lo hHSCs are co-cultured on OP9-DL1 stroma (2, 7). We therefore reasoned 

that the hCTP, in addition to displaying CD7 on the cell surface, would have CD7 

transcripts present intracellularly. However, this reasoning proven incorrect, as CD7 is 

absent from our sorted hCTP populations (Figure 3B). As expected, the human whole 

thymus positive control expresses CD7, while expression is lowest in the HeLa control 
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(Figure 3B). Additionally, the hHSC population exhibited little to no expression in 

relative to the thymic and HeLa control samples (Figure 3B). We also show here that the 

qPCR reactions for CD7 generated only a single peak for the populations examined; 

indicating that the primer set amplified its specific target product (Figure 6B). 

Unexpectedly, the melting curve analysis reveals that at least one of the three triplicates 

in each sample generated a peak for CD7 (Figure 6B), including the HeLa negative 

control, which generated a peak comparable to the thymic cDNA samples. 

 The presence of CD3ε is another hallmark of T cell commitment. Galy and 

colleagues have shown that the earliest CD34+CD1a- thymocytes express cytoplasmic 

CD3ε (62). Klein et al. identified a CD34+CD38-Lin-CD7+CD10+ population that 

expresses preTα and pre-TCR complexes on their cell surface, leaving open the presence 

CD3ε transcripts (33). We, therefore, wanted to determine whether our putative hCTP 

expresses intracellular CD3ε. As shown in Figure 3C, CD3ε is absent in both the hHSC 

and putative hCTP populations. Not surprisingly, the human thymic positive control 

displayed on average a 15-fold increase over the negative control HeLa sample. 

However, it is interesting when considering the melting curve analysis for CD3ε. One of 

the three hCTP triplicates generated the appropriate curve for CD3ε (Figure 6C), but this 

is not reflected in the gene analysis plot. One of the triplicates of the hHSC sample 

generated a non-specific curve, which may be a result of poor primer design. 

 Previous studies have shown that a subset of CD34+CD7+ cells within the human 

umbilical cord blood exhibit T cell receptor gene rearrangement (54). To test for evidence 

of TCR gene rearrangement, we included in our molecular analysis Rag-1, which is 

involved with gene rearrangement processes in lymphoid lineage cells. As shown in 
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Figure 3D, the putative hCTP lacks expression of Rag-1 when compared to the whole 

thymus positive control. This observation is further backed by the melting curve analysis 

shown in Figure 6D. Peaks appear for human thymic cDNA samples, but not for hCTP 

samples. Surprisingly, one of the triplicates for the hHSC sample generated a similar 

peak as those seen in the thymic sample, and HeLa sample generated non-specific peaks 

(Figure 6D). However, these peaks are not reflected in Figure 3D, in which Rag-1 is 

exclusively detected in thymic cDNA samples.  

 A committed T cell progenitor expresses T cell and lymphoid associated genes, 

while being devoid of genes associated with other hematopoietic lineages. Therefore, we 

tested the putative hCTP for expression of genes involved with differentiation of other 

hematopoietic lineages. One of these genes includes PU.1, a transcription factor required 

for early granulopoiesis by common myeloid progenitors (38). As shown in Figure 4A, 

the putative hCTP expresses the transcription factor PU.1 relative to the whole 

mononuclear cells positive control and HeLa negative control. The hHSC population also 

displayed on average a 50-fold increase to the negative control HeLa in the amount of 

PU.1 expressed. This observation is substantiated by the melting curve analysis of 

products produced from the reaction (Figure 7A), showing the same products of the 

reactions in all the samples except for the negative HeLa control. 

Id2 is a helix-loop-helix DNA binding inhibitor has been shown to have roles in 

multiple differentiation processes (4, 3, 26), but is most recognized as an NK-associated 

protein. Our putative hCTP, on average, expresses nearly a 20,000-fold increase to the 

HeLa sample (Figure 4B). This average was more than the hHSC and MNC. 
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Surprisingly, the negative control HeLa sample generated a positive peak similar to the 

hCTP, hHSC, and MNC samples in the melting curve analysis (Figure 8B). 
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Figure 3 – The putative hCTP does not express T cell and lymphoid associated genes. 
Relative quantification of (A) Gata-3, (B) CD7, (C) CD3ε, and (D) Rag-1 transcripts 
from cDNA of sorted populations:    hCTP,    hHSC,   human whole thymus, and    HeLa.  
n = 2. Lines indicate the mean for triplicates. Representative plots are shown. 
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Figure 4 – The putative hCTP expresses PU.1 and Id2. Relative quantification of (A.) 
PU.1 and (B.) Id2 from cDNA of sorted populations:    hCTP,    hHSC,    whole 
mononuclear cells (MNC),    HeLa. n = 2. Lines indicate the mean for triplicates. 
Representative plots are shown. 
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Figure 5 – Melting curve analysis of qPCR products from GAPDH reactions reveals 
different levels of expression between samples and individual experiments.   hCTP,    
    hHSC,    human whole thymus,    MNC,    HeLa. n = 2 
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Figure 6 – Melting curve analysis of qPCR products from (A) Gata-3, (B.) CD7, (C.) 
CD3ε, and (D) Rag-1 reactions.    hCTP,   hHSC,     human whole thymus,    HeLa.  
n = 2. Representative plots are shown. 
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Figure 7 – Melting curve analysis of qPCR products from (A) PU.1 and (B.) Id2 
reactions.          hCTP,      hHSC,     MNC,    HeLa. n = 2. Representative plots are shown. 
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Chapter 4 – Discussion  

The data presented in Chapter 3 identified a human committed T cell progenitor 

through phenotypic and molecular characterization. We based our gating strategy on the 

studies highlighted in the introduction, and identified a CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- 

population within the ABM. Our phenotype analysis reveals that our putative hCTP 

possesses surface markers similar to those of the characterized human early thymic 

progenitor (70, summarized in Table 6). Briefly, the putative hCTP and human early 

thymic progenitor (hETP) both possess CD34, CD45RA, the early T cell surface markers 

(CD7, CD2, and CD5), and IL-7Rα, while having little to no cell surface CD38. 

However, the major distinction between these two populations based on the surface 

markers investigated is the expression of CD1a on the cell surface of the hCTP. Early 

thymocytes upregulate CD1a intrathymically (64), and CD34+CD38+CD1a+ thymocytes 

correlate to the DN3 stage, which have rearranged TCR (V-DJ), TCR, and TCR (D-J) 

loci (25). Further experiments, such genomic PCR, to determine the arrangement of the 

TCRand loci would clarify whether our putative hCTP possesses a similar level 

of T cell commitment as CD34+CD38+CD1a+ thymocytes. 

Currently, few studies in literature have investigated chemokine receptors as a 

possible indicator of thymic migration. All three chemokine receptors investigated in this 

project were present on our putative hCTP. Among the recognized chemokine receptors 

important for homing to the thymus are CCR7 and CCR9 (9, 44, 31). In addition, surface 

expression of CXCR6 has been observed on mCTP (Drs. Jennifer Manilay and Marcos E. 

García-Ojeda, personal communication). Cell surface expression of these chemokine 

receptors suggests that this population may be capable of thymus immigration. However, 
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the ability for our putative hCTP to reconstitute the thymus cannot be determined by 

phenotypic analysis alone, and would require in vivo transplantation or an FTOC 

experiment to make any significant conclusions. 

Similar to the murine CTP, the putative hCTP expresses detectable levels of 

CD24. Six and colleagues used CD24 expression to identify committed B cell progenitors 

from the ABM (15), while another study found that CD24 is expressed at the cell surface 

of CD19-CD79a+ early B cell progenitors (24). Therefore, the surface expression of 

CD24 on our putative hCTP requires further investigation on the significance of this B 

cell lineage associated surface marker. One avenue we could pursue is to co-culture our 

putative hCTP population on OP9 stroma with hFlt3L and hIL-7 to promote B cell 

differentiation. This would help clarify the potential of the putative hCTP to differentiate 

into the B cell lineage. 

The IL-7R is thought to be indispensible for human T cell development, as 

thymocytes cannot proceed past the CD34+CD1a+ stage of development when grown in 

an FTOC with an anti-IL-7Rα antibody (50). The presence of CD127 on the putative 

hCTP may suggest that this population is also dependent on IL-7 for survival. Our 

proposed functional assay with co-culture conditions to promote T cell differentiation 

(OP9-DL1 stroma with IL-7) could be modified to lack IL-7 cytokine treatment to test 

this idea. 

To our knowledge, molecular characterization of the hETP has not been made by 

previous studies. On the other hand, the gene expression profile of the murine ETP has 

been studied, and serves as a comparison to our putative hCTP. Table 7 summarizes the 

gene expression profile of the putative hCTP and the characterized murine ETP (71). 
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Noteworthy is the similarity between the two populations for the expression of PU.1 and 

Id2. Traditionally associated with early granulopoiesis and monopoiesis (19), PU.1 

expression is also required by progenitor populations that migrate to the thymus, and 

detectable levels remain through the early intrathymic CD34+CD7+Lin- and DN stages 

(10, 12). Id2 in early thymocytes promotes differentiation of thymic progenitor cells into 

a CD1-CD5+ NK progenitor phenotype, and eventually into mature NK cells, while 

inhibiting T cell development (3). One way Id2 exerts its effects on thymocyte 

development is by sequestering E2A, which is involved in T cell lineage commitment at 

an early stage of thymocyte development, and has been shown to be a positive regulator 

of Gata-3 (71). Isolation of early thymocytes using the same antibodies used for isolating 

the putative hCTP through flow cytometry would allow us to compare their gene 

expression profiles for expression levels of PU.1 and Id2. Furthermore, we could also 

relatively quantify the level of E2A transcripts between the putative hCTP and human 

thymocytes to clarify the significance of Id2 and PU.1 expression. Finally, based on our 

preliminary data, the putative hCTP’s lack of Gata-3 expression differs from the murine 

ETP. This would suggest a lack in T cell lineage commitment. However, as discussed 

shortly, this result may not be accurate based on inadequate reaction conditions and 

inappropriate controls.  
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Table 6 – Comparison of the surface marker expression between the putative hCTP  
and hETP. 

Population 
Surface marker 

Human early thymic progenitor 70 Putative hCTP 

CD34 + + 

CD38 - -/lo 

CD7 + + 

CD1a - + 

CD2 + ? 

CD5 + + 

IL-7Rα (CD127) + + 

CD45RA + + 

CD44 + ? 

CD33 - ? 
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Table 7 – Comparison of the gene expression profile between the putative hCTP  
and mETP. 

Population 
Gene 

Murine early thymic progenitor 71 Putative hCTP 

PU.1 + + 

Id2 + + 

SCL (TAL1) + ? 

Gata-2 + ? 

Gata-3 + - 

Tcf-7 + ? 

Hes1 + ? 

Rag-1 -/lo - 
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It must be noted that we employed the comparative CT (∆∆CT) method when 

performing the real time PCR analysis. This method is a relative quantitation of gene 

expression based on a calibrator or internal control gene, and makes the assumption that 

the reaction efficiency for all primer pairs is 1 (13). These results give an idea of the 

relative gene expression profile of our populations in question and provide the basis for 

future experiments (see future directions), but do not give an absolute quantitation of 

gene expression between our sorted populations. Therefore, the first step in order to 

adequately evaluate our qPCR data would be to perform the standard analysis 

experiments to ensure that the all primer pair reaction efficiencies are equal to 1. 

Our negative control HeLa samples expressed Gata-3, CD7, and Id2. Based on 

previous literature, human Gata-3 was not detected in the HeLa cell line (65). Through 

hypersensitivity site assays, it has been shown that CD7 is not expressed in HeLa cells as 

well (66). Our real-time PCR data contradicts these observations. In fact, companies such 

as Abcam and Santa Cruz Biotechnology have isolated antibodies specific for  

human Gata-3 (http://www.abcam.com/GATA3-antibody-ab32858.html) and CD7 

(http://www.scbt.com/datasheet-19606-cd7-3a1e-12h7-antibody.html), and used HeLa 

whole cell and nuclear extract respectively as positive controls. Upon further inspection, 

Id2 has been shown to be expressed on the HeLa cell line (6). It is apparent that we must 

use a different negative control for future real-time PCR experiments in order to generate 

accurate results, as the comparative CT method normalizes all relative quantity values to 

the negative control. 

Another concern with the qPCR data comes from our variation of expression in 

the GAPDH control. Clearly the level of expression of GAPDH is not equal between 
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samples, and also between experiments, as shown by the melting curve analysis from two 

experiments. All reverse transcribed RNA was quantified using a Nanodrop under a 

constant setting of 33 to obtain single stranded cDNA concentration, and properly diluted 

to a 100 ng/µl working stock solution. Error may have occurred at this step of 

experimentation, resulting in uneven dilution between GAPDH cDNA between samples. 

However, there is the possibility that GAPDH may have been a poor reference gene. 

Sabek et al. demonstrated that comparing the RNA of several housekeeping genes to total 

human (calibrator) RNA using two-step RT-PCR resulted in a ∆CT variation in GAPDH 

expression on average of 4 cycles (37). Therefore, testing for the use of another 

housekeeping gene may be something to consider for further gene expression analysis 

experiments. 

For the genes that produced positive peaks in our qPCR reactions, there are a 

couple approaches available to us to ensure that the amplicons are indeed the intended 

amplicons. The first would be to run the qPCR products along with a 100 base pair 

marker with known amplicons sizes. This would allow us to visually determine the size 

of the qPCR amplicons. An alternative method would be to send our amplicons for 

sequencing. The sequence of the amplicons can then be compared to the NCBI database 

using BLAST to check for sequence alignments. 

One other consideration in regards to our experiments was the amount of cells, 

and thus transcriptional and cellular material, that we could obtain from our sorts. On 

average, we sorted 40,000 putative hCTPs per 2 x 108 whole mononuclear cells based on 

our gating scheme. This low number of cells yielded low amounts of RNA per sort, 

limiting our quantitative PCR experiments in the template maximum concentration (20 
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ng cDNA/test). In addition, our gating scheme for the hCLPs yielded less than 10,000 

cells per 2 x 108 whole mononuclear cells. This made testing this population for gene 

expression by conventional qPCR approaches nearly impossible due to the low amount of 

RNA that we obtain from our sorted hCLPs.  Multiplex, single cell RT-qPCR could be 

used to examine the gene profile of this rare population. 

To definitively demonstrate that our putative hCTP is committed to the T cell 

lineage, we could perform a functional test of this ABM population using OP9-DL1 

stroma as described previously (72). Briefly, we would co-culture OP9-DL1 stroma with 

our isolated putative hCTP. Human in vitro co-culture experiments require between 

5x103 – 1x104 stem cells seeded per well (72). The co-culture would be grown in α-

Modified Eagle’s Medium (α-MEM) supplemented with 20% heat-inactivated FBS, 1x 

Penicillin/Streptomycin, 5 μg/ml hIL-7, and 5 μg/ml hFlt-3L. After 1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks, 

the cells will be harvested and analyzed by flow cytometry for the expression of 

immature and mature T cell markers to evaluate the developmental progress of the 

cultured progenitors (7). B-, NK-, and myeloid lineage potential will be evaluated by the 

expression of CD19, CD56 and CD14, respectively. However, low cell numbers would 

greatly limit the amount in vitro co-cultures that we could perform, so miniaturization 

using our putative hCTP of the co-culture experiment to produce more replicates would 

be necessary. This may increase the amount of time for mature T cells to develop (14). 

Furthermore, the question of whether the putative hCTPs could be used in a clinical 

setting would need to be tested.  

 Similarly, NK- and B cell potential would be demonstrated by co-culturing the 

putative hCTP with OP9 stroma supplemented similarly to the OP9-DL1 co-culture (see 
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above). However, to test for NK potential, we would co-culture with hIL-15 (22, 34) in 

addition to hIL-7. After 1, 2, 4, and 8 weeks, we would sort the populations using the 

same approach mentioned for the OP9-DL1 co-culture to evaluate the lineage potential 

under this culture condition. 

In addition to lymphoid lineages, we would test for the putative hCTP 

population’s capacity to differentiate into myeloid lineage cells. The putative hCTP will 

be assayed by culture on human methylcellulose enriched media (R&D Systems, 

Minneapolis, MN). This media contains recombinant human rhSCF (50 ng/ml), rhGM-

CSF (20 ng/ml), rhG-CSF (20 ng/ml), rhIL-3 (20 ng/ml), rhIL-6 (20 ng/ml) and rhEpo (3 

IU/ml) and allows for the development of CFU-E, CFU-G, CFU-GM, BFU-E, CFU-M, 

and CFU-GEMM.  Putative hCTPs and hHSCs will be plated in triplicates and will be 

scored for each colony type after 14 days of culture. 
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions 

 The work presented in this thesis aims at addressing questions about the existence 

and identity of a human committed T cell progenitor within the adult bone marrow. 

Previous work in mouse has identified a murine committed T cell progenitor population 

within the bone marrow that is more mature than the murine hematopoietic stem cell. 

Molecular analysis revealed that the mCTP exhibit a gene expression profile expected of 

a T cell progenitor, with PTCRA, Rag-1, Rag-2, Gata-3, TCF-1, IL-7Rα, and sterile Cβ 

transcripts present (23, 41, 43).  

 In the search for a human equivalent population, we identified an ABM  

CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- population with low cell surface expression of CD5 and 

CD1a, an overall phenotype resembling early human thymocytes (49, 59, 62, 64). In 

addition, this population expresses CD127 (IL7Rα) and CD45RA, which are expressed at 

the cell surface of early T cell precursors (60, 48, 50, 57, 22). Further exhaustive 

phenotype analysis revealed that this population expresses low levels of chemokine 

receptors implicated in thymic migration on its cell surface: CCR7, CCR9, and CXCR6 

(9, 44, 31, Drs. Jennifer Manilay and Marcos E. García-Ojeda, personal communication). 

 Our molecular analysis further reveals that this population expresses PU.1 and 

Id2, similar to the murine early thymic progenitor (71) and early human thymocytes (3, 

10, 12). The significance in the expression of these two transcription factors in putative 

hCTP requires further clarification by comparing the levels of expression in the hCTP to 

those found in early human thymocytes. For now, our preliminary data establishes a 

comparison in gene expression profile to characterized progenitor populations. Unlike the 

murine CTP, our preliminary data would suggest that the putative hCTP lacks expression 
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of T cell and lymphoid associated genes Gata-3, CD7, CD3ε, and Rag-1. However, as 

noted in the discussion, several adjustments to our qPCR experiments must be made 

before we can confidently interpret our gene expression data. This includes a standard 

curve experiment to ensure the quality of our primer sets and reaction conditions, 

redesigning the primer pairs or further optimizing the reaction conditions for the genes 

that did not produce our expected amplicons, confirming the products for genes that 

worked, and using a different negative control in place of the HeLa cell line. 

 Based on our phenotypic and molecular results, we conclude that this ABM 

CD34+CD38-/loCD7+CD10-Lin- putative hCTP population resembles an early thymic 

progenitor. However, in vitro differentiation assays to test the lineage potential of the 

putative hCTP would establish the level of T cell commitment by the population. 
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